
 

Germany's first ever nationwide game show starts this Saturday night! Get ready to do some guessing and let your luck decide
which prizes you can win. Plus, the show will be hosted by popular comedian Dany Garcia! Join us at 9pm CET on ZDF or for
live stream options on zdf.de/live, and make sure to tune in tomorrow for the quiz events with live music performance, cooking
contests with celebrity chefs, trivia games with funny hosts - there is something for everyone! Deutschland Spielt unwrapper
v1.0 (Germany Plays Unwrapper v1.0) is coming this Saturday night on ZDF (German public television broadcasting
corporation). This software will show the users of its progress on how to unwrap various secret prizes and rewards. The software
may also try to fool the user by cleverly wrapping the prizes and showing misleading information about them (novelty prizes,
etc.). This program is made for entertainment purposes only. The application uses .NET Framework 4.5

  ""Deutschland Spielt" ist ein Live-Quiz mit völlig neuen Spiel- und Showformen, die es in dieser Form noch nie gegeben hat.
Dabei ist es viel mehr als nur ein Quiz, denn im Mittelpunkt stehen die Kandidaten und der Wettbewerb um die Gunst des
Publikums. Aber natürlich geht es auch darum, wer die meisten Aufgaben löst und am Donnerstagabend im ZDF den Jackpot
gewinnt." "Germany Plays" is a live game show with completely new game and show formats that has never existed in this form
before. And of course it is much more than just a quiz since at the center are the contestants and the competition for the love of
the audience. But of course, it also has to do with who solves the most tasks and wins on Thursday evening at ZDF. ZDF's site
for the program reference in English The German quiz show is a new type of broadcaster in Germany - a Non-commercial
Public Service Media or NPSM, providing entertainment content at no cost. The use of this format is also making its way from
the UK to other countries, mainly from Scandinavia. In particular, they have been influenced by Big Brother and American
reality TV shows such as the Today Show and the Ellen DeGeneres Show - which ZDF/ARD have used for similar formats
often since 2004. But now, they are trying something new with Germany Plays. The show will run only 3 consecutive prime
time shows on Saturday, Sunday and Monday nights. Then there will be a second weekly prime time show on ZDFneo every
Thursday night. Each prime time show is about 1 hour long. The Thursday night show is shorter with only 30 minutes of
gameplay. German commentators are Nico Hofmann (nicknamed "Fettsack" - fat sack) and Jens Büchner (nicknamed
"Bäumchen" - little tree). 

Snapshots of the application can be seen here
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